What Do You See?
Iris Color Pattern Descriptions
by Dave Prichard
When someone glances at a clump of irises in
bloom, what stands out? Colors and mixtures of colors
are usually the first things we notice, but looking a bit
more closely, we find patterns on them. These patterns
have been given definitions. Peter Barr, who bred irises
in the late 1800s, is credited with classifying his iris
collection using the terms amoena, neglecta, pallida,
squalens, and variegata. Such terms, named after irises
then believed to be species, were adopted and used in
American and English iris descriptions.
Though they are officially now considered
obsolete by some, these terms are still in use in adapted
forms. You will certainly find them terms used in older
iris literature. This information can lead us to know
more about irises in our gardens, and even help to
identify irises or confirm identities.
Looking at the
definitions in the HIPS Iris
Glossary we find the
following:
Amoena - White standards
over colored falls.
Bicolor - Standards of one
[non-white] color over falls
of a different color.
Bitone - Standards and falls
are two tones of the same
color.
‘Spartan’ - a self
MU
Blend (which Barr called
squalens) - Two or more colors blended together.
Neglecta - Light blue standards over deeper blue falls.
Plicata - Stippled, stitched, or solid margin color on
lighter ground color.
Self - An iris of one all-over color [in a true self, even
the beard is the same color].
Variegata - Yellow standards over reddish falls.

the miniature dwarf
‘Atroviolacea’ (Todaro,
1856), described as a redviolet bitone with white
beards, and ‘Rota’ (Goos &
Koenemann, 1924), also
reddish. Each is the same
basic color overall, but the
standards are a paler tone than
the falls. The species Iris
germanica, called “the classic
Iris germanica
blue neglecta” in one
description, has
lighter blue
standards over
deeper blue falls, as
does tall
bearded ‘Autumn
King’ (H. P. Sass,
1924). Reverse
bitones are just
what they say: the
Reverse bicolor ‘Flutter-by’
deeper tone is on
top, and the falls
are paler, as in ‘Flutter-by’ (Sturtevant, 1924).
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The plicata has a pale base color with a darker
margin that is solid, stitched, or stippled. ‘Bridesmaid’
(Salter, 1859) is described as having a creamy white
background and pale silvery lavender veins. ‘Francina’
(Bliss, 1920) is white with violet feathering, which is an
older term for plicata markings. (See our cover
painting.) These
blue-lavender
markings on white
were the classic
plicata color
combination.
Contrast these
mostly-white
plicatas with the
mostly-dark
example of ‘Port
Wine’ (Henry Sass,
1950), with plicata
markings so heavy
that it looks winered with a white fall
spot. A different
plicata scheme
Wide-band plicata ‘Port Wine’ NM

Starting with what may be the simplest, we have
the self, an iris that is the same color all over. ‘Eleanor
Roosevelt’ (Sass-McDade, 1933), is a self, described as
deep fluorite purple, and so is
‘Spartan’ (Schreiner, 1973),
described in their catalog as
dark red self, beard same.
Next in order of
increasing complexity might
be the bitone, two tones of the
same color, with the
subset neglecta, two tones of
Bitone ‘Rota’
MU blue. Examples of bitones are
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involves warmer
colors:
‘Bonanza’ (J.
Sass, 1938) is
described in
Cooley’s 1940
catalog as a very
rich ground color
and thick veining
of brown on the
standards, less on
the falls.
‘Autumn Echo’
(Gibson, 1975) is
garnet-brown
speckled on a
yellow ground.
‘Bonanza’ is a plicata, too
MU Plicatas come in
many different
colors, including yellow on white, pink on white, and so
on. A subset of the plicata is luminata—see below,
under Newer Color Terminology.

having white standards
over violet-blue falls.
Once Jean Stevens
introduced ‘Pinnacle’
(1945), with its white
standards and yellow
falls, the definition of
amoena was expanded
to include fall colors
outside the blue-violetpurple range.
How would
‘Helen Collingwood’
(Smith, 1949) be
classified? Note that
the standards are light
but not white. It is
almost an amoena, but
not quite, so is
‘Helen Collingwood’
MU
considered a neglecta.
‘Shannopin’ (Pillow, 1940) is listed as almost an
amoena, with its cream standards and pink falls. Maybe
it is almost a variegata as well? It is certainly a bicolor.

Bicolor
blossoms are just
that, one color
for the falls and
another for the
standards. These
may be any
two colors.
Refinements of
this category are
amoena and
DP
variegata, which ‘Amoena’
are similar in that they are both
bicolor but with specific coloration, having lighter
standards on
each. Amoenas
have white or
near white
standards and
variegatas have
cream to yellow
ones. The falls of
variegatas are
always red-,
purple-, or
brown-toned or
streaked.
Amoena
falls can be any
color. ‘Amoena’
(de Candolle,
1812) is the
‘Pinnacle’ changed the rules
MU classic in style,
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Variegatas vary
considerably,
ranging from
small, pale nearspecies like
‘Mexicana’
(Salter, before
1859) to the
striking ‘Black
and Gold’
(Kleinsorge,
1943). Because
the species Iris
variegata gave
yellow pigments
to the bearded
iris world, the
variegata pattern The lovely ‘Shannopin’
MU
appears in all
classes of bearded irises. ‘Fire Chief’ (Galyon, 1959) is
a classic mid-century variegata. ‘Al-Lu-We’ (H. P.
Sass, 1932) has yellowish standards and ruddy red falls,
so is also a variegata. ‘Gay Hussar’ (E. B. Williamson,
1929) has yellow standards and maroon falls.
This leaves us with the blends. ‘Dolly
Madison’ (E. B. Williamson, 1927) is a blend of mauve
and grey, with very bright orange and yellow center.
‘Quaker Lady’ (Farr, 1909) is similar but more subtle.
Sidney Mitchell apparently was not a great fan of these
back in the 1940s, as he described them in Iris for Every
Garden as “rather dull, combinations of smoky blue and
gray or yellow and red.” Yet blends are well loved
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genetic qualification. The term is also used
informally to mean any iris that looks like a
luminata. A luminata or luminata-plicata has
a wash of color in falls with paler, rather
than darker, veining. There are clear
unmarked area on the hafts, and usually a
paler edge to the petals. ‘Moonlit Sea’ (J.
Sass, 1942) is the classic luminata. ‘Pretty
Pansy’ (Sass Bros, 1946), ‘Fairy Fancy’ (H.
E. Sass, 1953), ‘Havelberg’ (Schwartz,
1959), and ‘Bertha Gersdorff’ (J. Sass,
1941) are all true luminatas, as is the very
rare ‘Weirdie’ (Craig, 1949).
Glaciata - This is a special type of
iris without any dark anthocyanin (blue,
violet) pigments. It may be yellow, cream,
Subtle little variegata ‘Mexicana’
DP Not-so-subtle ‘Black and Gold’ MU pink, orange, or white. Luminatas and
glaciatas have precise genetic meanings, and they are
among iris gardeners, with their widely varying color
easily confused with irises that are similar, but not
patterns and shadings. Irises like ‘Prairie Sunset’ (H.
exactly the
P. Sass, 1936) are far from dull; it is a blend of light
real deal.
yellow, peach, copper, and light red.
Don’t let this
concern you
Newer Color Terminology
unless you get
into breeding
Luminata – This term became official with a
or are a purist.
paper published in an AIS Bulletin in 1972. Although
The garden
the color pattern has been around since at least the
effect of the
1940s, it was called by a variety of names—fancy, fancy
nearly-pure is
plicata, weirdie, and others—and no one was exactly
just as lovely.
sure what was meant. Now luminata has a very specific
genetic meaning, and true luminatas must meet that
You
should be able
to apply your
color pattern
knowledge to
nearly any
iris, thereby
increasing the
NM
possibility of Luminata ‘Bertha Gersdorff’
confirming an
identification. Even gardeners with color perception
problems should be able to classify most iris blossoms
into one of these categories, though I admit it=s not
always as easy as it sounds. Some irises exhibit more
than one color pattern; for instance the modern
‘Howling at the Moon’ (Baumunk, 2012) shows both
variegata and luminata patterns. Some irises all but defy
classification—but most, you will find, fit somewhere.
Cameras and computer monitors change the
shade of many colors, but paying attention to these color
patterns should help considerably in our identification
attempts. a
Photos for this article are by Mike Unser (MU), Dave
Prichard (DP), & Nancy McDonald (NM).
The glorious blend ‘Prairie Sunset’
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